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 
Abstract— Zero transmission line faults in power supply 
systems in large apartment houses, office blocks, offices and 
other structures cause voltage excursions,which are in the 
spotlight of this research. The phenomenon has been 
commented from the theoretical perspective, and emergency 
situations, which are likely to arise as a result ofmalfunction of 
single-phase power supply consumers, as well as the probable 
dangers of fire occurrences, have been revealed. We offer to 
install an appropriateprotective device to avoid such emergency 
situations. 
 
Index Terms— groundingsystem, zero transmission line, 
power supply line faults, circuit fault analysis,single-phase 
consumers, substation, control cabinet, power supply. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the power supply system general zero transmission 
linemalfunctions, their consequences and theoretical 
descriptions are rarely referred to, therefore one may wonder 
why and how these malfunctions lead to voltage surge in 
large apartment houses, office blocks and other structures.  
The qualitative indicators of the voltage of power supply 
consumers, according to standards [1,2], should meet one of 
the most important requirements, which is the fact that the 
rated voltage capabilityshould be (+-)10%. Abovethis 
range,voltage magnitude may causemalfunctions of power 
supply consumers, inadmissible overvoltage, and, in some 
cases,a fire outbreak [3,4].  
Voltage surges beyond voltage capability in household 
power supply networksare not unique. In apartment outlets a 
higher than the rated voltage of 220 V may occur.The causes 
of high voltage may vary largely, while the most dangerous 
are the faults occurring in the zero transmission lines of 
cablesrunning from the substation both inside the substation 
and inthe entrance control cabinet. It has to be mentioned that 
apartments still lack protective devices to prevent 
overvoltage violations beyond permissible threshold to 
secure voltage stability.  
The objective of this study is to scrutinize the regularities 
of power distribution and voltage magnitude changescaused 
by faults in zero transmission lines in the power supply 
networks of large apartment houses, office blocks, offices 
and other structures. 
II. POWER SUPPLY SCHEME OUTLINE 
Substations provide large apartment houses with power 
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supply from 3-phase 380 V power distribution units through 
zero phase dead grounding. This means that from the control 
cabinets placed at building entrances, 3-phase and zero phase 
transmission lines reach all the floors of an apartment house. 
In substations the secondaryreelsof power transformers 
(PT) have star-shaped junctions. The neutral point of their 
junction, called zero, is connected to the grounding system of 
the substation.  
The voltage between any phase and zero transmission lines 
is 220V. Regardless of the number of apartments supplied by 
the phases and how many household appliances are used at 
the given moment, the power of the current in the apartment 
outlets will be the same. 
 
Figure  1 Substation - the power supply scheme oflarge 
apartment houses 
In case faults occur in zero transmission lines (as a result of 
weak switches, oxidation, inflammation, poor electrical 
mounting) in the substation switchboards (point k) or 
building entrance control cabinets (point d),the power supply 
pattern in apartments changes totally. Let us consider this 
change according to picture 1.  
From substation the current throughfour transmission line 
cables reaches the entrance control cabinetby the automated 
switch (AS1). 
In the control cabinet the main automated protective 
switch (AS2) (picture 1), automated switches for each 
apartment, and meters are mounted (picture 2 a).In the 
control cabinet the zero transmission line is connected to the 
terminal blocks and is transmitted from there to the meters, 
from which two transmission lines (zero and phase) go to the 
corresponding apartments (A1, A2…An). 3-phase voltage is 
distributed to the apartments so that phases A, B, and C are 
loaded equally.  
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III. THEORETICAL OUTLINE 
Let us assume that we have an ordinary situation at the 
power supply network, apartments are supplied by 220V 
power of voltage. Let us study apartments A1 and A2, whose 
power supply consuming capacities are known for the given 
time - 𝑃𝐴1, 𝑃𝐴2. At the same time it should be mentioned that 
apartment A 1 receives power supply from phase C, while 
apartment A2 receives power supply from phase B (pictures 1 
and 2). 
 
Figure  2 – Supply circuit from the control cabinet to the 
A1 and A2 apartments.a – Apartment supply circuit, b – 
apartment supply converted circuit. 
Figure 2a illustrates the electric scheme of power supply of 
apartments 1 and 2 from the control cabinet. Apartment 
automated switches (S1, S2,…Sn) and power supply meters 
(𝑀𝐴1, 𝑀𝐴2 …  𝑀𝐴𝑛 ). 
Figure  2 illustrates the replacement electric scheme of 
apartments A1 and A2. 
Now the consumer currents according to phases must be 
defined. It is calculated by Ohm’s law, having the phase 
voltage and consumer capacity [5,6]. 
Accepting that consumers have only active strength for 
apartments 1 and 2 we come up with the following: 
IA1 =
P𝐴1
220
A;     I𝐴2 =
P𝐴2
220
A (1) 
In fact, there are multiple power supply consumers in each 
apartment. In terms of household appliances, we can state 
that in each apartment consumers are joint in a parallel mode.  
Defining the total strengths of the apartments as Z1 and Z2 
accordingly, and based on equation (1) we come up with the 
following equation: 
Z𝐴1 =
U
I𝐴1
=
2202
P𝐴1
 Ohm; Z𝐴2 =
2202
P𝐴2
 Ohm(2) 
Now let us assume that there has been a fault in the zero 
transmission line in the control cabinet or substation (point k 
at the substation and point d in the control cabinet). In this 
case the power supply consumers at apartments A1 and A2 
will be joint consecutively and supplied from linear voltage 
of 380V of phases B-C. The electric scheme of apartment 
supply replacement (picture 2b) will look as in picture 3:  
 
Figure  3. A1 and A2power supply converted circuit, when 
zero transmission line faults occur. 
The total resistance of the circuit (picture 3) will be as 
follows: 
𝑍 = Z𝐴1 + Z𝐴2  Ohm. (3) 
Proceeding from equation (2) we derive: 
𝑍 = 2202 ∗
P𝐴1 + P𝐴2
P𝐴1 ∗ P𝐴2
, Ohm. (4) 
The current which flows by the subsequently joint 
resistances will be as follows: 
I =
380
Z
=
380
2202
∗
PA1 ∗ P𝐴2
PA1 + P𝐴2
A(5) 
The voltage magnitude in apartment A1 will be the 
following: 
U𝐴1 = I ∗ Z𝐴1 = 380
P𝐴2
PA1 + P𝐴2
V(6) 
The voltage magnitude in apartment A2 will be the 
following: 
UA2 = I ∗ Z𝐴2 = 380
P𝐴1
P𝐴1 + P𝐴2
 𝑉(7) 
If the correlation of the voltages distributed between 
apartments A1 and A2 is defined as K, from equations (6) and 
(7) we will come to the next equation: 
K =
UA1
UA2
=
P𝐴2
P𝐴1
       (8) 
Besides, we know that U𝐴1 + U𝐴2 = 380 V  and 
U𝐴1 = 𝐾 ∗ U𝐴2 , we obtain the following: 
U𝐴1 = 380
K
K + 1
V  (9) 
UA2 = 380
1
K + 1
 V  (10) 
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Figure  4 Resulting from a zero transmission line fault, 
apartment A1 and A2voltage magnitude dependence on the 
correlation of the power consumed by them. 
Defining K’s values as (0,2…3,0), proceeding from 
equations (9) and (10), we can calculate the distributed 
voltage magnitudes in apartments A1 and A2 subsequent 
upon the zero transmission line fault. 
In picture 4,𝑈𝐴1 = 𝑓 𝐾  and 𝑈𝐴2 = 𝑓 𝐾 characteristics 
are demonstrated. 
As we can see from the characteristics we have come up 
with, subsequent upon zero transmission line faults the 
voltage in apartment A1 can change from 63,3 V up to 
285,3V, in apartment A2 the change can be from 316,6 V to 
95V, when K changes from 0,2 to 3,0. 
Thus, as a result of zero transmission line faults, depending 
on the power consumption of the household appliances at the 
given moment, apartments can be under inadmissible 
magnitude of high voltage, which can cause a number of 
emergency situations, such as inflammation, fire, and huge 
economiclosses.  
IV. CONCLUSION 
1. In the power supply system zero transmission line 
faults can cause inadmissible power supply surge in 
large apartment houses.  
2. Big voltage changes beyond voltage capability 
depend on the workload of different phases at the 
moment when zero transmission line faults occur.  
3. By the derived equations, in case of different 
capacities of power supply consumers, 
corresponding voltage magnitudes can be 
calculated.  
4. In case of zero transmission line faults, according to 
the derived equations and the outline and 
proceeding from the powers of the supplied 
consumers, voltage magnitudes on the latter can be 
defined without difficulty.  
5. Research has shown that corresponding protective 
devices – special automatic circuit breakers – should 
be used to avoid voltage magnitude surge beyond 
voltage capability.  
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